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Who am I?

Why should you even listen to me in the first place?



Who am I?

• Stephen Smith

• Database Development student at NSCC

• Erstwhile freelance data analyst

• Air Canada

• Memorial University

• Chicago, Austin, Portland, etc.

• Full portfolio at HireSteve.ca



Today’s Agenda - OSEMN Framework

Hilary Mason Chris Wiggins



What does OSEMN stand for?

Obtain

• Get (or 
create) the 
data you will 
analyze

Scrub

• Standardize 
the myriad of 
data inputs 
you have

Explore

• Get elbow 
deep in the 
data

Model

• Where math 
comes in

iNterpret

• Tell other 
people what 
you’ve found



Obtain

Osemn



Obtain

• “Pointing and clicking doesn’t scale.”

• Either acquire or create the data points you need

• Government repositories

• OpenData projects

• Tracking cookies

• Data brokers

• Normally accessed through APIs

• Application Programming Interfaces



APIs – The Hidden Front Desk of the Web

• “APIs are how computers talk to other computers”

• How I explained it to my father

• Use a weather app? It might be using Forecast.io as its backend.

• https://api.forecast.io/forecast/APIKEY/LATITUDE,LONGITUDE,TIME 

• Returns a JSON file (JavaScript Serialized Object Notation, essentially an array)

• JSON file contains structured weather data for the queried time and place



Trackers and Brokers – A Hive of Scum and Villainy

• This is an ethical grey area.

• Proceed according to your own comfort level.

• Google Analytics

• Used by 1 in 2 of the world’s top million websites

• I used to be a GA consultant. It’s a POWERFUL tool in the right hands.

• Piwik = self-hosted alternative to keep data in-house

• Crazy Egg

• Heatmapping and scrollmapping



Trackers and Brokers – A Hive of Scum and Villainy

• Acxiom

• Generic demographic info

• Name, address, contact info, age, race, occupation, education level

• Experian

• Ever had a bank or employer do a credit check on you?

• Your name is on a list of “currently buying a house” or “just started a new job”

• Datalogix

• Back-end processor for millions of store loyalty cards



Oh, and the #1 Data Broker on the Planet?



Scrub

oSemn



Scrub

• We don’t always have nice structured data like Forecast.io

• Time to be a “data janitor”



Scrub

• First, look for any missing bits (commonly referred to as NAs)

• The process of filling in holes is called “imputation”

• It’s a full field of statistics in its own right

• Types of imputation

• Deletion

• Single imputation

• Multiple imputation



Scrub

• Next, split data into one of three types

• Discrete (booleans, categories, etc)

• Continuous (numerical data)

• Text (text)



Scrub – Dealing With Text

• Data analysis is full of tradeoffs.

• Analyzing full sentences is much harder, and not much better.

• “Tokenize” sentences into a “bag of words”

• Remove punctuation, casing, and “stop words” like the, which, is, at, on

• Last fancy phrase: “corpus”



Scrub – Dealing With Dates

• Dates are different from standard text

• Most analysis tools have a library to convert text to DateTime format



Scrub – Dealing With Numbers

• It can be difficult to deal with numbers of vastly different scale

• Normalization can help

• For each data point, subtract the mean and divide by the standard deviation

• Only helpful if you care more about comparisons than absolute values



Explore

osEmn



Explore

• Time to get elbow-deep in the data.

• Visualize the data using your tool of choice

• R

• SPSS

• SAS

• Python

• Stata

• Excel



Why Visualize? Anscombe’s Quartet

• Same mean

• Same variance

• Same correlation

• Same line of best fit



Explore

• Put your thinking cap on

• What are some possible associations in the data?

• Test them, see if you’re right.

• If you are, good for you.

• If you aren’t, try something else.

• I was the team crackpot on my high school Mathlete squad

• Didn’t study calculus or linear algebra until my 20s

• But was able to come up with bizarre solutions nobody else would try



Explore – Other Tips

• Look at the success cases

• How do they differ from the unsuccessful cases?

• Another five-dollar word: “dimensionality reduction”

• Some pieces of data just aren’t worth much

• Cutting 200 dimensions of comparison down to 20 can speed things up

• Common techniques

• Information gain

• Principal component analysis (PCA)



Information Gain and PCA

• Information Gain

• Feature selection method (selects a subset of original dimensions, or “features”)

• PCA

• Feature extraction method (synthesizes new features from original ones)

• Remember: I warned you there would be math in this talk

• You have no one to blame but yourself.



Model

oseMn



Model

• You can’t afford to do all of this by hand every time

• Mathematically formalize the conclusions you came to in the Explore stage

• Code an algorithm to search for those conditions

• Have it run automatically on all new data

• There are places that believe this is the first step of data analysis

• As you now see, they are wrong.



iNterpret

osemN



Interpret

• You’ve proven that a rise in Column X predicts a rise in Column Y 

• So what?

• Make a PowerPoint, put on a suit, talk to the people who spend the money



Conclusion

Wrap it up, my coffee needs refilling



Conclusion

• Data analysis without computers is hopeless.

• Data analysis without humans is useless.

• But if we blend the two, great things can happen.



Questions?
Stephen Smith
@smistephen

steve@rzw.ca

HireSteve.ca 
(graduating in April)

mailto:steve@rzw.ca

